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7 reasons
for selecting the best alarm





an untraditional solution. The result has been 

an exceptional security system with top-standard 

specifications, a timeless design and simple 

control. 

 The JABLOTRON 100 is the first alarm capable 

of fully adapting to your needs. Thanks to this, 

you will immediately understand how to control 

it. Delivery includes professional installation, 

high reliability, an extended 5-year free repair 

and option of continuous monitoring to send an 

emergency squad when needed.

 I firmly believe that if you decide for the 

JABLOTRON 100, you will be totally satisfied.

Dalibor Dědek 

CEO of Jablotron Holding

Dear Customer,
 Thank you for opening this brochure at the very 

moment you are considering how to best protect 

your home, office, company, cottage or other 

property. 

 Selection of the correct alarm is not easy. 

You are selecting a companion to trust who will 

serve you reliably for long years ahead, without 

overwhelming you with its technical complexity. 

In short, you expect a clear and reliable solution 

that will never let you down. I am sure our 

JABLOTRON 100 alarm will fully satisfy you. 

 We have developed it on the basis of twenty 

years of experience, the most up-to-date 

components and above all the courage to apply 





Thanks to the revolutionary control system 
the JABLOTRON 100 is the first alarm which 
you will immediately understand and never 
fear. Choose an alarm developed to serve 
people!

Easy control





The design of the individual alarm 
devices of the JABLOTRON 100 has 
been developed in cooperation with first-
class designers. So, discover beauty 
that harmonizes with your home!

Timeless design





By its combination of wireless and wired 
devices JABLOTRON 100 installation 
spares both your house and your 
purse. Benefit from the unique wireless 
technology of Jablotron!

Tidy installation





The JABLOTRON 100 will protect you not 
only against robbers, but also against fire, 
floods or gas leaks. The system is able to 
control your heating or open your garage 
door for you. So, make full use of the state-
of-the-art technology!

Multifunctional use





You can remotely access your  
JABLOTRON 100 alarm thanks to free-of-
charge internet control from your computer 
or smart phone from anywhere. Control your 
alarm and view events without limits.

Accessible anywhere



House
Cottage

Office

Garage

Workshop

STORE

ApARTMENT



The JABLOTRON 100 alarm offers absolute 
freedom of selection adapted to your needs. 
The system offers a solution for residential 
apartments, summer cottages, family 
houses, offices as well as manufacturing 
halls. plan its size as you wish!

Freedom of selection



Quality  
alarm

Continuous 
monitoring

professional 
installation

Alarm 
response



A quality alarm also requires professional 
installation and an assurance of real security 
cannot do without continuous monitoring 
and a response to alarm triggering.

Real security



Installation – fl at

The JABLOTRON 100 alarm conforms 
perfectly to your needs. No matter 
where you want to use it. It offers 

complete scope, non-intrusive 
installation, easy control, 

harmonising with its environment,

Installation – house



Installation – fl at

increased living comfort and is always 
available, no matter where you are. 
Wireless and wired solutions can 
accommodate any guarded space 
size and conditions. 
In short: an alarm for people!

Installation – company
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